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Abstra t

Whilst the relationship between initial algebras and monads is well-understood, the
relationship between nal oalgebras and omonads is less well explored. This paper
shows that the problem is more subtle and that nal oalgebras an just as easily
form monads as omonads and dually, that initial algebras form both monads and
omonads.
In developing these theories we strive to provide them with an asso iated notion of
syntax. In the ase of initial algebras and monads this orresponds to the standard
notion of algebrai theories onsisting of signatures and equations: models of su h
algebrai theories are pre isely the algebras of the representing monad. We attempt
to emulate this result for the oalgebrai ase by de ning a notion osignature and
oequation and then proving the models of this syntax are pre isely the oalgebras
of the representing omonad.

1 Introdu tion
While the theory of oalgebras for an endofun tor is well-developed, less attention has been given to omonads. We feel this is a pity sin e the orresponding
theory of monads on Set explains the key on epts of universal algebra su h
as signature, variables, terms, substitution, equations et . Moreover, appli ations to base ategories other than Set has proven fruitful in many situations,
e.g. the study of multi-sorted algebrai theories as monads over SetA, ordersorted theories as monads over Pos, the study of ategories with stru ture
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using monads over Graph or Cat [8℄, the study of rewriting using monads
over Pre or Cat [16,17℄ and the study of higher order abstra t syntax using
monads over SetF [9℄ (where F is the skeleton of the ategory of nite sets).
We aim for a similar framework, based upon the theory of omonads, explaining the relationship between the oalgebrai duals of the above on epts, and
laying the ground for appli ations in ategories apart from Set. This paper is
a rst step in this dire tion.
Traditionally, one begins with a signature  and then for ea h set of variables X , de nes the term algebra T (X ). Next one de nes substitution and
shows this asso iative with the variables a ting as left and right units. Finally,
given equations E , one also de nes the quotient algebra T;E (X ). Generalising
this treatment of universal algebra to over not just sets with extra stru ture
but also algebrai stru ture over other mathemati al obje ts an be a hieved
using a ategori al reformulation of these ideas. In this ategori al framework
[14℄, one onstru ts from a signature , an endofun tor F (whi h an be
thought of as sending an obje t X of variables to the terms of depth 1 with
variables from X ). The term algebra T an then be hara terised as the the
free monad over F. Being a monad gives T a well behaved notion of substitution, while being free aptures the indu tive nature of the term algebra. By
interpreting the equations of an algebrai theory as pairs of monad morphisms
between two free monads, the quotient algebra indu ed by the equations is
modelled as their oequaliser. Cru ially, the models of an algebrai theory are
isomorphi to the Eilenberg-Moore ategory of algebras of the monad representing the algebrai theory.
Our aim is to dualise this ategori al treatment of universal algebra and
in parti ular derive oalgebrai duals of the key on epts des ribed above.
We therefore need to dualise rstly the onstru tion of an endofun tor over
a signature and se ondly the free monad over an endofun tor. It turns out
there is more than one possible dualisation and this is the subje t matter of
this paper. For example, given a nitary endofun tor F : A ! A, one an
onsider the mapping sending an obje t X to the underlying obje t of the
initial X + F -algebra, the mapping sending X to underlying obje t of the
nal X + F - oalgebra, the mapping sending X to underlying obje t of the
initial X  F -algebra and the mapping sending X to underlying obje t of the
nal X  F - oalgebra. Ea h of these four mappings form either a monad or a
omonad as des ribed in Table 1. Thus, there is perhaps not one dualisation
at play, but two possible, and orthogonal, dualisations giving four on epts
worthy of our attention.
We do not laim that this paper provides omplete answers to the questions
raised above. However we do feel that the questions we address will be of
fundamental importan e to the CMCS audien e and that our approa h is
novel in being more abstra t than most. In parti ular, we hope that our
notions of osignature, oequations and the ategori al representation of this
syntax via omonads will be of general interest and stimulate further resear h.
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Monads

Comonads

Initial Algebras

Y: X + F Y

Y: X  F Y

Final Coalgebras

Y: X + F Y

Y: X  F Y

Table 1
Algebras and Coalgebras forming Monads and Comonads

The rest of this paper is stru tured as follows: Se t. 2 ontains preliminary
de nitions. In Se t. 3, we brie y review the presentation of nitary monads
whi h we seek to dualise in the rest of the paper (the upper left entry in
Table 1). Se tions 4 and 5 explore the di erent possibilities of dualisation,
with Se tion 4 exploring the lower left of Table 1 and Se tion 5 ontaining our
proposed oalgebrai syntax with asso iated representation and orre tness
results (the right side of Table 1).

2 Preliminary De nitions and Notation
We assume the reader is familiar with standard ategory theory as an be
found in [18℄. In order to abstra t away from the ategory Set we have had
to employ ertain onstru tions whi h some readers may not be ompletely
familiar with. We give a short de nition of these here; more details an be
found in [18,3℄.
Lo ally Presentable and A essible Categories: Let  be a regular
ardinal. A diagram D is - ltered i every sub ategory with less than 
obje ts and morphisms has a ompatible o one in D. An obje t X of a
ategory A is said to be -presentable i the hom-fun tor A(X; ) preserves
- ltered olimits. A ategory is lo ally -presentable (abbreviated as lp) if
it is o omplete and has, up to isomorphism, a set N of -presentable obje ts
su h that every obje t is a - ltered olimit of obje ts from N. A ategory is
-a essible providing it is lp ex ept that it only has - ltered olimits rather
than all olimits. A fun tor is -a essible i it preserves - ltered olimits;
we also say it has rank . The dis rete ategory on N is denoted N. The full
sub ategory of -presentable obje ts is denoted A. The in lusion fun tors
are denoted J : N ! A and I : A ! A. When A = Set, the set N0 an
be taken to be the natural numbers whi h we denote N .
Kan Extensions: Given a fun tor I : A ! B and a ategory C , pre omposition with F de nes a fun tor Æ I : [B; C ℄ ! [A; C ℄. The problem of left
and right Kan extensions is the problem of nding left and right adjoints to
Æ I . More on retely, given a fun tor F : A ! C , the left and right Kan
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extensions satisfy the natural isomorphisms
[B; C ℄(LanI F; H ) 
= [A; C ℄(F; H Æ I )

[B; C ℄(H; RanI F ) 
= [A; C ℄(H Æ I; F ):

Kan extensions an be given pointwise using using olimits and limits, or more
elegantly using ends and oends (see [18, Chapter X℄ for details).

3 Initial Algebras and Monads
We begin by re alling the well known equivalen e between ( nitary) monads
on the ategory Set and universal algebra and the generalisation of this equivalen e to lo ally presentable ategories [14,21℄. We illustrate these ideas with
a spe i example using Set as the base ategory | examples over other base
ategories an be found in [21,8℄.
A signature de lares the operations from whi h the terms are onstru ted.
Usually, a signature is given as a set of operations and a fun tion assigning
ea h operation an arity, but we an equivalently onsider it as a fun tion
 : N ! Set, assigning to ea h arity the set of operations of that arity. In
order to abstra t away from the ategory of Set, we need a notion of arity
appropriate for di erent ategories. The key observation is that the usual
arities in Set, i.e. the natural numbers N , represent the nitely presentable
obje ts in Set. Hen e a natural notion for arities in a lp- ategory is the set
N . Hen e, a signature is a fun tion  : N ! jAj, whi h is equivalent to a
fun tor  : N ! A:
De nition 3.1 (Signature) Let A be a lp ategory. A signature is a fun def
tor  : N ! A, and the obje t of e-ary operations of  is e = (e).
We now present two examples of su h signatures, whi h we will later augment by the appropriate equations.
Example 3.2 (Monoids) The signature M : N ! Set for the theory of
monoids is de ned as M (0) = feg; M (2) = fmg; M (n) = ; for all other
n 2 N . Thus M de lares one operation e of arity 0 (a onstant) and one
binary operation m.

Example 3.3 (Categories with >) Categories with a terminal obje t an
be seen as algebrai over Cat. The signature > must de lare the terminal
obje t and for ea h obje t X , the unique map !X : X ! >. Sin e the terminal
obje t does not depend upon any data, its arity is the empty ategory 0. Sin e
the map !X depends upon an obje t, its arity is the one obje t ategory 1.
Thus >(0) = 1, >(1) = (Æ ! Æ) (i.e. the ategory with two obje ts and one
arrow) while >( ) = 0 for all other nitely presentable ategories .

We now turn to the onstru tion of an endofun tor over a signature .
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Working over Set, e.g. see [23℄, one de nes a fun tor
F (X ) =

a

(n)

Xn

f2

whi h al ulates the terms of depth 1 whose variables ome from the set X .
For example, given the signature of example 3.2, the asso iated endofun tor is
FM (X ) = 1+ X 2. Su h polynomial endofun tors (i.e. built from produ ts and
oprodu ts) are known to preserve all - ltered olimits | this is an important property whi h later will ensure the free monad an be easily al ulated.
Unfortunately, it is un lear how to generalise it to ategories other than Set
and hen e we take an alternative approa h. Re all that by de nition, left Kan
extension is left adjoint to restri tion LanJ a Æ J : [N; A℄ ! [A; A℄ and
hen e we de ne
F (X ) = (LanJ )X

(1)

The standard formula for left Kan extensions shows that, in the ase A = Set,
both de nitions of F agree, as in Example 3.2:
a
(LanJ0 M )X = Set0(n; X )  M (n)
N

n2

= Set(0; X )  1 + Set(2; X )  1
= 1 + X2
Noti e that the domain of F is A and not A, and hen e F is not an
endofun tor. However, an endofun tor F : A ! A is -a essible i it is
(isomorphi to) the left Kan extension of its restri tion to A; hen e there is
an equivalen e (2) between -a essible endofun tors and fun tors A ! A
and we an regard F as a -a essible endofun tor.
[A; A℄ 

ÆI [A ; A℄
>


LanI



(2)

To re ap, we have presented an abstra t de nition of signature  over an
lp- ategory and a onstru tion of the asso iated endofun tor F over the
signature. In the ase of Set, these de nitions and onstru tions agree with
the usual de nitions. The asso iated term algebra T : A ! A is then the
free monad over the endofun tor F, onstru ted in a number of ways:
Lemma 3.4 Let F be a -a essible endofun tor over a lp- ategory A. Then
the free monad T over F satis es
(i) For every X in A, T X is the arrier of the initial X + F -algebra.
(ii) The forgetful fun tor U : F Alg ! A from the ategory of F -algebras to
A has a left adjoint L, and T = UL
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(iii) T

is olimit olimi< Si of the sequen e Si where

S0 = J Sn+1 = J + F  Sn S = olim Si

(3)

i<

and the omposition of F; E : Af

! A is given as F  E = (Lan F .E ).
def

I

Proof. Most of the proofs are standard and an be found in [14,12℄. However,

note that in the last of the laims, to al ulate the free monad we start forming
the sequen e of endofun tors Si and we do not need to go further than the
- ltered olimit olimi< Si be ause F is - ltered. Hen e T is -a essible
and thus shares the same rank as F .
2
When we ome to the dual of this onstru tion in Se t. 5, a onstru tion
like the above will not be possible sin e one would be interested in the limit
of o- hain, and there is no reason for an a essible endofun tor to preserve
su h limits. The e e t is that the rank of the ofree omonad over an a essible endofun tor may in rease. This hange of rank underlies the te hni al
diÆ ulties whi h will arise in Se t. 5.
We obtain the two adjun tions in (4) whi h ompose to give an adjun tion
F j U between signatures and monads.
[N ; A℄ 

LanJ -

?
ÆJ



H

[A; A℄ 

?
V

-

Mon (A)

(4)

The sequen e Si in (3) in Lemma 3.4 is alled the free algebra sequen e
[12℄ and an be seen as a uniform al ulation of the initial X + F algebra.
As an example of this onstru tion, onsider the signature M . As we have
seen LanJ M (X ) = 1 + X 2. The free algebra sequen e then spe ialises to
S0 X = X and
Sn+1 (X ) = X +

a
N

A(e; S (X ))   (e) = X + 1 + S (X )2
n

M

n

e2

from whi h we an see Sn as de ning the terms of depth at most n, e.g. S0 (X )
ontains the variables X , and S1(X ) ontains the variables X , the anoni al
element of 1 representing the unit of the monoid and a pair of elements of
S0 (X ) whi h an be thought of as the multipli ation of these elements.
Within this framework, to give equations is to give another signature E
and two natural transformations ;  : E ! UF B . One should regard E as
giving the shape of the equations and 0 and  0 as the a tual equations.

Example 3.5 Given the monoids example, there are three equations we wish

to assert: left unit, right unit (both unary) and asso iativity (ternary). Hen e
we set E (3) = fag; E (1) = fl; rg and E (n) = ; for all other n.
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 and  de ne the left, and the right hand side of equations, respe tively:
 (l) = m(e; x)
 (l) = x

 (r) = m(x; e)
 (r) = x

 (a) = m(x; m(y; z ))
 (a) = m(m(x; y ); z )

For example 3.3, one equation is needed to for e the uniqueness of !X :
X ! >, i.e. !Y . f =!X for all f : X ! Y (see [8℄ for details).
The advantage of this de nition of equations is that it allows an elegant
derivation of the representing monad for an algebrai theory: given su h a
theory ;  : E ! UF B , under adjun tion (4) we have two monad morphisms
 0 ;  0 whose oequaliser is the representing monad T . This onstru tion makes
sense, be ause the ategory of models of the algebrai theory is isomorphi to
the Eilenberg-Moore- ategory of the representing monad.
In (4), both adjun tions are monadi and their omposition is of des ent
type, whi h means that ea h omponent of the ounit "B : F UB ) B is a
oequaliser. This means that every -a essible monad T = (T; ; ) on A
is a oequaliser of two free monads over two signatures B; E : N ! A in
the ategory of -a essible monads over A, or every monad is represented by
equations in this general sense.

4 Final Coalgebras and Monads
Given a signature  we have onstru ted an asso iated endofun tor F , whi h
an be thought of as al ulating the losed terms of depth 1. By losing F
under omposition, or more formally by onsidering the free monad over F,
we get the term algebra T . Con retely TX is the arrier of the initial X +Falgebra. In this se tion we investigate the map T1 sending an obje t X to
the arrier of the nal X + F - oalgebra, and apply our results to simplify
some re ent developments is the semanti s of lazy datatypes in fun tional
programming languages. A more general version of Lemma 4.2 appears in [1℄
and is impli it in [20℄.
In omparing Y:X + F Y with Y:X + F Y , the rst observation [5℄ is
that the nal oalgebra of a Set-endofun tor an be regarded as a Cau hy
ompletion of the initial algebra. Thus, if F arises from a signature and hen e
Y:X + F Y is the usual term algebra, then Y:X + F Y is the set of terms of
nite and in nite depth. This result was extended to lfp ategories in [2℄. The
goal of this se tion is to as ertain the stru ture possessed by the map sending
X to the arrier of the nal X + F - oalgebra. Our answer is that this map
also forms a monad. In proving this result we use the following result [2℄:
Lemma 4.1 Assume that A is lfp, that the unique map ! : 0 ! 1 is a strong
monomorphism, that F preserves monos and ! op- hains and that there is a
map p : 1 ! F 0. Then for ea h obje t X 2 A, A(X; F ) and A(X; F ) are
metri spa es with the latter being the Cau hy ompletion of the former.
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We use this result to prove our main lemma:

Lemma 4.2 Let F be a polynomial endofun tor and A satisfy the premises
of lemma 4.1. Then the map T 1 assigning an obje t X to the arrier of the
nal X + F - oalgebra arries the stru ture of a monad.
Proof. We a tually prove the lemma for the ase A = Set sin e the general

ase involves slightly lumsy reasoning with hom-sets but is entirely analogous.
We prove that T 1 is a monad by onstru ting a Kleisli stru ture for it, namely
by de ning the following operations: i) for ea h obje t X , an arrow X1 : X !
T 1X ; ii) for ea h pair of obje ts X; Y a fun tion sX;Y : A(X; T 1Y ) !
A(T 1X; T 1Y ) su h that
sX;X (X1) = 1T 1 X

sX;Z (sY;Z g Æ f ) = sY;Z g Æ sX;Y f

sX;Y (f ) Æ X1 = f

Firstly de ne X1 = X Æ X where  is the unit of the free monad on F and
X is the unique omparison map between the initial X + F -algebra and the
nal X + F - oalgebra. 6 Next de ne sX;Y (f ) as follows
X

X

X

- TX

- T 1X


- 1?![ ℄ s(f ) =! [
T Y

f

f;h

℄

f ;h

where h : F T 1Y ! T 1Y is the obvious map derived from the stru ture
map of T 1Y . Then [f; h℄ : X + F T 1Y ! T 1Y endows T 1Y with an
X + F -algebra stru ture and hen e indu es a unique map ![f;h℄ : T X ! T 1Y
from the initial X + F -algebra. Diagram hasing shows that ![f;h℄ is uniformly
ontinuous with respe t to the relevant metri s and hen e by lemma 4.1 there
is an extension ![f;h℄ whi h an be taken to be sX;Y (f ). The rst equation
follows sin e by uniqueness ![X1;h℄ = X and the extension of X is the identity.
The equation sX;Z (sY;Z g Æ f ) = sY;Z g Æ sX;Y f holds if their restri tions via
X are the same whi h in turn holds if they arise from the same algebra
stru ture on T 1Z . This holds be ause the two algebra stru tures are both
inherited from the map sY;Z (g) Æ f : X ! T 1Z . The last equation follows
sin e sX;Y (f ) Æ X1 = sX;Y (f ) Æ X Æ X =![f;h℄ Æ X = f
2
Unlike the monad T , the monad T 1 has a larger rank than F :
Lemma 4.3 Let F be a polynomial endofun tor on Set. Then the monad
T1 has rank 1 .
Proof. The lemma an be proven dire tly using an inter hange law between

2

limits and ltered olimits.

A tually applying Lemma 4.1 requires that X + F 0 be non empty whi h is the ase when
= 0. Thus the maps 01 and s0 and their properties must be established separately,
but this all follows trivially from the initiality of 0
6

X

6

;Y
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Noti e that lemma 4.2 indi ates that there is no need to develop a new
syntax for the monad T1 sin e the anoni al syntax should be the nite and
in nite depth terms of the asso iated monad T. We nish this se tion with
an appli ation of this result to reasoning in fun tional programming.
4.1 The Generi Approximation Lemma

The generi approximation lemma [10℄ is a proof prin iple for reasoning about
fun tions in a lazy fun tional programming language (su h as Haskell). The
approximation lemma itself pertains to lists and states that given a fun tion
approx (n+1) [℄
= [℄
approx (n+1) (x:xs) = x:(approx n xs)

two lists xs and ys are equal i 8n:approx n xs = approx n ys. Note the
la k of a base ase: approx 0 x is ? (i.e., the denotation of unde ned) in the
denotational model, but be ause of non-stri tness, approx n x (with n > 0)
is de ned. This prin iple an be applied to other datatypes su h as trees:
data Tree a = Leaf a | Node Tree a Tree
approx (n+1) (Leaf x) = Leaf x
approx (n+1) (Node l x r) = Node (approx n l) x (approx n r)

Two trees t1 and t2 are equal i 8n: approx n t1 = approx n t2. [10℄
proves the generi approximation lemma using the standard denotational semanti s of fun tional programming languages, where types are interpreted as
po's, programs as ontinuous fun tions and re ursive datatypes as least xed
points of fun tors. That is, the orre tness of the proof prin iple depends
upon the semanti ategory hosen; we have already seen the impli it use of
? in the de nition of approx.
We propose an alternative and, we believe, more natural derivation of
the approximation lemma whi h is independent of the parti ular denotational
model hosen. The de nition of a polymorphi datatype is usually interpreted
as the free monad T over its signature . However, this does not apture
laziness, sin e T onsists of only nite terms. Instead, we model su h a
datatype by the monad T1. Sin e T1(X ) is the nal X + - oalgebra and
sin e F is a polynomial endofun tor, T1(X ) an be al ulated as the limit
of the following !op- hain 1 (X + F )1 (X + F )21    . The universal
property of the limit states that two elements x and y of this limit will be
equal i for ea h n, n(x) = n(y) where n is the n-th proje tion. But these
proje tions are pre isely the approximation fun tion for the datatype. Noti e
how the ategori al argument repla es the semanti dependen y on ? with use
of a o- hain beginning with 1. This establishes the orre tness of the generi
approximation lemma independently of any spe i denotational model. More
generally, a lazy fun tional language like Haskell ombines aspe ts appropriately modelled by a monad (being nitely generated), while others are more
appropriately aptured by nal semanti s (laziness and non-termination).
9

5 Final Coalgebras and Comonads
We now turn to another possible dualisation of Se t. 3 based upon the idea
of mapping an obje t X to the arrier of the nal X  F - oalgebra for some
-a essible fun tor F . The elegan e of the monadi approa h to algebrai
theories suggests that we an apply these te hniques to the development of
oalgebrai syntax by dualising them apropriately.
5.1 Cosignatures and their Coalgebras

Re all that the heart of the ategori al approa h to universal algebra is adjun tion (4). The dualisation outlined in this se tion an be summed up as
repla ing the left adjoint to U with a right adjoint and the repla ement of
monads with omonads. As a result, the de nition of a osignature turns out
to be formally the same as that of a signature.

De nition 5.1 (Cosignature) Let A be a lp- ategory with arities N. A
- osignature is a fun tor B : N ! A.
Re all that in Se tion 3, we onstru ted a -a essible endofun tor from

a signature by rst taking a left Kan extension, and then used equivalen e
(2) to get a -a essible endofun tor. Therefore, in this se tion we take the
right Kan extension of a osignature B to obtain a fun tor RanJ B : A ! A,
followed by the same equivalen e to obtain a -a essible endofun tor on A.
The standard formula for the right Kan extension gives us
(RanJ B )(X ) =

Y

2N

A(X; ) t B

where U t B is the U -fold produ t of B , or more formally the representing
obje t for the fun tor [U; A( ; B )℄ : A ! Set. When A = Set, then this
operation is simply exponentiation, i.e. U t B = [U; B ℄.
Thus, although signatures and osignatures are formally the same, the
endofun tors they generate are very di erent. For example, note that while
the default value for signatures is 0, if there is a single arity su h that
B ( ) = 0, then (RanJ B )(X ) = 0. In fa t, the default value for osignatures
is 1 sin e U t 1 = 1 and hen e if is an arity su h that B ( ) = 1, then
this arity will ontribute nothing to the right Kan extension. Here are two
example osignatures whi h we will explore further below:
Example 5.2 De ne the osignature Bp by Bp(2) = 2 and Bp ( ) = 1 for all
other arities. Then RanJ Bp(X ) = [Set(X; 2); 2℄ = [[X; 2℄; 2℄.
De ne the osignature Bp! (2) = ! and Bp! ( ) = 1 for all other arities.
Then (RanJ Bp! )(X ) = [Set(X; 2); ! ℄ = [[X; 2℄; ! ℄.
Re all that in order to turn a fun tor A ! A into a -a essible endofun tor, one takes its left Kan extension. Given a osignature B , we an
thus onsider oalgebras of the endofun tor LanI RanJ B . The following is
10

an important result from [11℄:
Lemma 5.3 Let F : A ! A be an a

essible endofun tor on a lo ally presentable ategory. Then F oalg is lo ally presentable and the -presentable
obje ts of F oalg are simply those oalgebras whose underlying obje t is presentable in A.

Proof. The proof uses the fa t that the ategory of all (small) a essible

ategories has all weighted limits [19, Theorem 5.1.6℄. Then the ategory
oalg an be onstru ted as su h a limit, namely the inserter [13℄ of
1-

F

C

F

-C

The se ond part of the lemma follows from the fa t that olimits in F oalg
are formed pointwise.
2
This result allows us to onsider -presentable LanI RanJ B - oalgebras:

Lemma 5.4 Let B be a - osignature. A -presentable LanI RanJ B - oalgebra onsists of a  presentable obje t X together with for every arity , a
fun tion h : A(X; ) ! A(X; B ).
Proof. Given any -a essible endofun tor F , and -presentable obje t X ,
LanI F (X ) = F (X ). Hen e oalgebras of the form mentioned are

A(X; (Ran  B )(X )) = A(X; Q 2N A(X; ) t B )
= Q 2N A(X; A(X; ) t B ) = Q 2N [A(X; ); A(X; B )℄
J

In the theory of monads, a ru ial result states that the models of an
algebrai presentation are isomorphi to the ategory of algebras of the theories
representing monad. In order to emulate this result we require a notion of
model (or o-model if you like) for a - osignature B , and Lemma 5.4 suggests
this be LanI RanJ B - oalgebra.
Example 5.5 A model of the osignature Bp is given by a nite set X together
with a fun tion Set(X; 2) ! Set(X; 2). If we regard a map f : X ! 2 as a
subset of X , or a predi ate over X , then su h a model an be regarded as a

map between predi ates.
Similarly, a model for the osignature Bp! onsists of a nite set X and
a fun tion Set(X; 2) ! Set(X; ! ). This is learly related to the previous
example if we think of it as mapping binary partitions of X to ! -ary partitions.
5.2 The Representing Comonad of a Cosignature

Re all that in the algebrai ase one starts with a signature, onstru ts an
endofun tor, and then onsiders the free monad over the endofun tor. The
se ond part of the dualisation is to onsider the ofree omonad over an endofun tor. The following pair of results from [11℄ provides the framework for
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this dis ussion:

Lemma 5.6 The following onditions on a fun tor F : A ! A are equivalent:
(i) There is a ofree omonad on F .
(ii) The forgetful fun tor F oalg ! A is omonadi .
(iii) The forgetful fun tor F oalg ! A has a right adjoint
(iv) (If A has produ ts) For every obje t X, the fun tor X  F has a nal
oalgebra.

Similar to the monadi ase, only a essible endofun tors have a ofree
omonad. For example, there is no nal oalgebra for the powerset fun tor
P : Set ! Set, as su h a oalgebra would be an isomorphism X 
= P X . The
important result from [19,11℄ is the following:

Lemma 5.7 If A is lo ally presentable and F is a essible, then F oalg is
lo ally presentable and there is a ofree omonad over F .
Proof. Re all from lemma 5.3 that F oalg is a essible. Co ompleteness
of F oalg follows sin e the forgetful fun tor reates olimits and A is o-

omplete. Sin e the forgetful fun tor is a olimit-preserving fun tor between
lo ally presentable ategories, it follows from the Spe ial Adjoint Fun tor Theorem [18, Theorem V.8.1℄ that the forgetful fun tor has a right adjoint. By
lemma 5.6, there is a ofree omonad over F .
2
Let Com(A) be the ategory of -a essible omonads on A, and further ACom(A) be the ategory of a essible omonads on A. For every ,
Com (A) is a full sub ategory of ACom(A). Similarly, let [A; A℄ be the ategory of endofun tors with rank , and AEnd(A) be the ategory of a essible
endofun tors. Pie ing together the above results we have the following:
Lemma 5.8 The forgetful fun tor V : ACom(A) ! AEnd(A) has a right
adjoint R.

Proof. Given an a essible endofun tor F , let the right adjoint of the forgetful
fun tor UF : F oalg ! A be KF . Then hoosing R(F ) to be UF KF we an
dedu e that R(F ) is a essible be ause UF is a essible (as a left adjoint, it
preserves all olimits) and KF is a essible by [3, Proposition 1.66 on p. 52℄.

The a tion of the right adjoint on a essible endofun tors has already been
given. Given a natural transformation : F1 ) F2 , this indu es a fun tor

: F1 oalg ! F2 oalg whi h ommutes with the respe tive forgetful
fun tors. Using the dual of [6, Theorem 3 on p. 128℄ and the omonadi ity of
these ategories of oalgebras, this in turn indu es a natural transformation
R( ) : R(F1 ) ) R(F2 ). This de nes the fun tor R : AEnd(A) ! ACom(A).
The fa t that it is right adjoint to V is easily veri ed.
2
As opposed to the monadi ase, the ofree omonad RM on an endofun tor M : A ! A of rank  need not have rank ; as a simple ounterexample,
def
onsider the endofun tor M : Set ! Set de ned as MX =
A  X for a
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xed set A, whi h learly is nitary (has rank 0 ). We know that the value
of RM for a set X is given by RM (X ) = Y: X  MY = Y: X  A  Y
whi h is the set of all in nite streams of elements of X  A. Now onsider
a ountably in nite set Y , then RM (Y ) ontains a sequen e with in nitely
many di erent elements from Y . This sequen e an not be given from any of
the nite subsets Y0  Y , whi h shows that RM has a rank larger than 0. As
we saw in Se t. 4, in general al ulating oalgebras of a essible endofun tors
invariably seems to in rease their rank | see [24℄ for an investigation of this
phenomenon.
Using the equivalen e between [A; A℄ and [A; A℄, we now have the following fun tors, where Æ J is the pre omposition with J and V is the forgetful
U for omonads of rank :
RanJ =
[A; A℄ 
[A; A℄
Com (A)
[N; A℄  >
V
\
\
Æ J
(5)
R ?
?
ACom(A)
AEnd(A)  >
V

We further de ne the omposite fun tors
V : Com (A) ! [N; A℄
R : [N ; A℄ ! ACom(A)

V def
= ( Æ J  ). V
R def
= R.RanJ

As we have seen, the rank of RB may be greater than the rank of B , and
hen e the odomain of R is not the domain of V, but rather ACom(A). So
although R and V an not be adjoint, there is the following isomorphism:
Lemma 5.9 For any -a essible omonad G and - osignature B : N ! A
there is an isomorphism

[N; A℄(VG; B ) 
= ACom(A)(G; RB )

(6)

whi h is natural in G and B .

Proof. The isomorphism is shown by the following hain of natural isomor-

phisms provided by the two adjun tions in (5) and the full and faithful embedding of [A; A℄ into AEnd(A):
[N; A℄(VG; B ) 
= [N; A℄( Æ JV G; B )

= [A; A℄(V G; RanJ B )

= AEnd(A)(V G; RanJ B )

= ACom(A)(G; RRanJ B )

= ACom(A)(G; RB )
13

2

So given a - osignature B we have onstru ted its representing omonad
R B . Note that by lemma 5.6, the ategory of oalgebras R B Coalg is
isomorphi to the ategory LanI RanJ B oalg. Restri ting ourselves to
-presentable oalgebras, we have that the -presentable oalgebras of the
representing omonad RB are isomorphi to the -presentable models of the
osignature B as de ned earlier. This is our partial dualisation of the result
stating that the models of a signature are isomorphi to the Eilenberg-Moore
ategory of the representing monad.
5.3 Coequational Presentations and their Representing Comonad

In this se tion, we ontinue the dualisation by de ning oequational presentations, deriving a representing omonad for su h a oequational presentation,
and relating the oalgebras of the representing omonad to the models of the
presentation. As we have seen above, equations are interpreted as a pair
of monad morphisms between free monads; the representing monad for an
equational presentation is then de ned to be the oequaliser of these monad
morphisms. Dualising this requires a oequational presentation to form a pair
of omonad morphisms between ofree omonads and taking the representing omonad for the oequational presentation to be the equaliser of these
omonad morphisms.
De nition 5.10 (Coequational Presentations) A oequational presentation is given by two osignatures B : N ! A and E : N ! A (where RB is
-a essible), and two omonad morphisms ;  : R B ! R E .
Under (6) the maps ;  : RB ! R E are given by maps 0 ;  0 : VRB !
E , whi h in turn are families  0 ;  0 : R B ! E of maps for 2 N . So, as
opposed to the monadi ase where an equation is given by a pair of terms, a
oequation onsists of two partitionings of the oterms; for example, if E (n) =
2, ea h of  and  partition R B (n) into two subsets.
As mentioned above, given a oequational presentation, our intention is to
de ne its representing omonad to be the equaliser of the omonad morphisms:
G

-R B





-- R E


(7)

Proving that these equalisers exist is made easier by our abstra t ategori al
setting whi h provides us with an alternative de nition of the oalgebras of
a omonad. Re all that su h oalgebras are given by an obje t x 2 A and
a map : x ! Gx whi h ommutes with the unit and ounit of G. First,
observe that an obje t x of A is given by a map X : 1 ! A (where 1 is the
one-obje t ategory). Further, the fun tor ategory [1; A℄ is isomorphi to A,
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and we have

(8)
A(x; Gx) 
= [A; A℄(Lan X; G);
= [1; A℄(X; G Æ X ) 
so to give a map x ! Gx is equivalent to giving a natural transformation from
Lan X ) G. In fa t. Lan X is a omonad:
X

X

X

Lemma 5.11 LanX X is a omonad. If X is -presentable, then LanX X is
-a essible.
Proof. Using the standard formula for left Kan extensions, LanX X (a) =
A(X; a) X (where is the tensor ; e.g. in Set, it is given by the usual
produ t). If X is -presentable, then A(X; ) preserves all - ltered olimits,
as does
X ; hen e LanX X is -a essible.
To have a omonad stru ture, we need natural transformations LanX X )
1 and LanX X ) LanX X Æ LanX X whi h satisfy the omonad laws. The
rst of these is given by the image of the identity transformation on X
under the isomorphism [1; A℄(X; X ) 
= [A; A℄(LanX X; 1A). The se ond is
given by the image under the isomorphism [1; A℄(X; LanX X Æ LanX X Æ X ) 
=
[A; A℄(LanX X; LanX X Æ LanX X ) of the transformation

X X
X =)
LanX X Æ X Lan
=)
LanX X Æ LanX X Æ X

where  is the anoni al transformation X ) LanX X Æ X . That the ounit
and omultipli ation obey the omonad laws is easily veri ed.
2
The fa t that LanX X is a omonad allows us to strengthen equation (8)
to obtain the promised hara terisation of the oalgebras of a omonad.
Proposition 5.12 A oalgebra for a omonad G is given by an obje t X of
A and a map LanX X ) G in ACom(A).
Proof. We have already seen that the stru ture map of the oalgebra is pre-

isely a natural transformation between the two fun tors. It is then routine
to verify that the properties of the stru ture map of a oalgebra orrespond
to the laws of a omonad morphism.
2
With Proposition 5.12, we an show the existen e of equalisers:
Lemma 5.13 The ategory of a essible omonads ACom(A) has all equalisers.

- E . We de ne the ate
gory (M; E ) Coalg to be given by oalgebras : LanX X ! M of M su h
that . =  . . Re all from the proof of lemma 5.4 how we onstru ted the
Proof. Consider two omonad morphisms M

ategory of oalgebras as a weighted limit; using a similar diagram alled an
equi er, we an onstru t (M; E ) Coalg as a weighted limit as well, making
it a essible. With (M; E ) Coalg, M and E a essible, the forgetful fun tor
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from (M; E ) Coalg to A has a right adjoint; and post- omposition of this
right adjoint with the forgetful fun tor gives the equaliser of M and E . 2
We nish by relating the models of a oequational presentation to the
oalgebras of its representing omonad. If G is the representing omonad of
the oequational presentation ;  : RB ! RE , then a G- oalgebra is a
map : LanX X ! G whi h by the universal property of equalisers is a map
0
: LanX X ! RB su h that . =  . , or in other words a oalgebra for B
whi h equalises  and  . In this ase, we say that the oalgebra LanX X !
R B satis es the oequational presentation ;  : R B ! R E . Following the
al ulations above, if X is -presentable the map : LanX X ! RB , gives
us two R E - oalgebras, whi h by Lemma 5.4 are families 00 : A(X; ) !
A(X; E ) and  00 : A(X; ) ! A(X; E ) of maps for all 2 N, whi h have to
be equal if : LanX X ! RB satis es the presentation ;  : RB ! RE .

6 Con lusions, Related and Further Work
This paper set out to analyse the essen e of the ategori al approa h to universal algebra based upon the theory of a essible monads and then derive
their oalgebrai ounterparts. While still only work in progress, we feel we
have made a de nite ontribution whi h will be of interest to the general
oalgebra ommunity. In parti ular, the derivation of the in nitary monad
orresponding to the olle tion of nal X + F - oalgebras seems to have ready
appli ations in lazy fun tional programming. In addition, the derivation of
the ofree omonad representing a osignature and the interpretation of a oequational presentation as an equaliser of ofree omonads are dualisations
of the orresponding results in the standard theory. We have also related
the oalgebras of the representing omonad to the models of the oequational
presentations.
The major te hni al hallenge was aused by the in rease in rank when
passing from a osignature to its representing omonad. For example, this
meant that the hara terisation of oalgebras only holds for oalgebras up to
a ertain rank. In addition, this in rease in rank makes it unlikely that every
a essible omonad an be given as a oequational presentation (i.e. as an
equaliser of ofree omonads), as is possible for nitary monads.
Of ourse there remains mu h to be done. Our approa h has been very
abstra t and perhaps the most important next step is to make pre ise the
relationship between our approa h and others pursued in the ommunity.
For example, Cirstea [7℄ de nes an abstra t osignature as a fun tor F :
C ! C where C has all nite limits and limits of !op- hains, and F preserves
pullba ks and su h limits. Then, an observer is given by a fun tor K : C ! C
and a natural transformation : U ! K . U , and a oequation by two observers (K; l) and (K; r). Thus, an observer is a family : C ! KC of maps
for all F - oalgebras : X ! F X . This notion orresponds roughly with a
16

omonad morphism RB ) R E , sin e we always have the ofree oalgebra
! RBR BX . However, the di eren e is the stronger assumption
that the abstra t osignature F preserves limits of !op, whi h allows the onstru tion of a nal oalgebra, and reasoning about it; in our more abstra t
setting all we have is the existen e of a right adjoint and the orresponding
weaker properties.
We have not as yet developed the logi al al ulus underlying the ategori al
onstru tions of the omonadi semanti s. It seems this underlying logi will
have a modal avour, and hen e resear h in this area, e.g. by Kurz [15℄,
seems relevant. Finally the use of oequations in re ent work on o-Birkho
theorems [4,22℄ should be ompared with our oequations.
R BX
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